ANTH 324 A: CURRENT ISSUES IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND GLOBAL HEALTH [1]

- Autumn 2020

View in MyPlan [2]
View in Time Schedule [3]
Meeting Time: W 3:30pm - 4:50pm
Location: * *
SLN: 10345
Joint Sections: 2020,autumn,ANTH,524,A
Instructor: [4]
Bettina Shell Duncan
View profile [4]

Catalog Description:
Guest speakers showcase local expertise in the field. Speakers share information about the path that led them to research in MAGH, and raise current research questions in their field of expertise. Credit/no-credit only.

GE Requirements:
Individuals and Societies (I&S)
Credits: 2.0
Status: Active
Last updated: June 8, 2020 - 9:10pm